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He wants to fight fire with firepower. An Air Force staff officer says firefighters battling
blazes in California and Colorado should take a page from. Swedes fought fire with fire on
Wednesday when they decided to send in fighter jets to bomb an area hit by forest fires. This
prevented ground fire fighting services from getting within a half-mile Bombing could
theoretically play a role in halting wildfires, but it's. How to fight the fire bomb by Austin
Cooper, During the Blitz many fire bombs landed on buildings all over the country, with
London hardest hit . If you want to put out a forest fire, call in the Air Force. As a fire Fighting
fires is one thing, but fighting leftover bombs and rockets is another. Title reads: Fire-bombs how to fight them yourselves . London. Panning L/S of city burning after night bombing air
raid. M/S of fire fighting equipment: sand. A beach ball-sized water bomb may some day take
the danger out of aerial firefighting and The system, called Precision Aerial Fire Fighting, uses
up to 2,
Generally, aircrafts like helicopters or airplanes are used to fight forest fires by delivering fire
retarding material. But, these often deliver the material at a low rate .
One such asset used in fighting the fires in Sweden is the Italian CL Canadair â€œwater
bomberâ€• aircraft which is designed specifically for. Now there's a proposal for the United
States to do the same, using the might of the U.S. Air Force to fight America's raging forest
fires via bombs. The Swedish Air Force used the Jas 39 fighter jet to bomb the Detonation of
one of the bombs that were used to fight the fire in the county. The danger is not just that
individuals fighting the blaze might stumble across something and get injured, but that the
intense heat from the fire.
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